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To secure a position with a stable and profitable organization, where can be a 
member of a team which allows to utilize  people skills and experience.

EXPERIENCE

Sanitation Engineer III
ABC Corporation - 1997 – 2015

 Performed various numbers of tasks including, all commercial, 
residential and recycling pick up, Pre-trip and monthly inspections.

 Initiative to keep track of client collections, most of all mechanics on 
a truck and all mechanics on the packer.

 Responsible for getting the truck ready for daily driving which 
includes, pre-trip inspection (check tires, oil, water, hydraulic oil, 
lights)

 Responsible for daily pickup of dumpster and route building.
 In charge of maintenance billing of extra pickups.
 Responsible for dumpsters residential customers.
 Filled in for recycling and roll-off pickups. Took care of garbage truck 

like it was own.

Sanitation Engineer 
ABC Corporation - 1993 – 1997

 Excellent time management skills in prioritizing duties and meeting 
all scheduled deadlines for the entire Ft.

 Belvoir military base, ultimately providing the highest quality 
standards and error-free service.

 Successfully performed installation, repair, assembly and 
maintenance of water, sewage, drainage, air, gas and vacuum 
systems, related equipment and facilities in accordance to state and 
local codes.

 Accurately determined routing of pipe and location of such plumbing 
fixtures, accessories and equipment by following and adhering to 
trade practice specifications, blueprints and codes.

 Monitored and troubleshooted major and minor plumbing breakdowns
by diagnosing problem, repairing, replacing or taking other corrective 
action in efficient and timely manner.

 Quality-conscious individual in monitoring the status of ongoing 
operations while complying with all company policies and 
regulations..

 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant
to your current role.
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EDUCATION

 High School Diploma - (PRAIRIE VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL OWRIE)

SKILLS

Eco-Lab chemicals, Familiar with chemical safety, Lock out tag out.
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